
EVERYBODY MATTERS 
REWARDS + RECOGNITION PROGRAM
Everybody matters and that’s why we’re rewarding you every step of the way on your Origami Owl® 
journey! Whether you’re growing your team or simply sharing Origami Owl’s customizable, 
meaningful jewelry with your friends, everyone can experience exciting rewards.

Sell 100 PV in jewelry in a month –  
You’re part of the CHARM OF THE MONTH CLUB!

+ You’ll receive TWO, exclusive Charms and an inspirational note to set the tone for 
   your next month. You’ll never want to miss out on a month of this exciting club!

+  You’re part of the Charm of the Month Club! 

+  You get the extra 10% in Storybuilder bonus commission (that’s 30-50% commission)!

+  You’ll get to shop in the O2 Hostess Exclusive Shop and choose a featured look 
 for FREE with $5USD/$9CAD shipping!

+  You’ll achieve the initial qualification to earn the Lead Pool Bonus.** 

Sell 500 PV in jewelry in a month – You’re a DREAMBUILDER!

+  You’re part of the Charm of the Month Club! 

+  You get the extra 10% in Storybuilder bonus commission (that’s 30-50% commission)!

+  You’ll get to shop in the O2 Hostess Exclusive Shop and choose a featured look 
for FREE with $5USD/$9CAD shipping!

+  You’ll earn $50USD/$65CAD!

Sell 1,500 PV in jewelry in a month – You’re a BUSINESSBUILDER!

+  You’re part of the Charm of the Month Club! 

+  You get the extra 10% in Storybuilder bonus commission (that’s 30-50% commission)!

+  You’ll get to shop in the O2 Hostess Exclusive Shop and choose a featured look 
 for FREE with $5USD/$9CAD shipping!

+  You’ll earn $50USD/$65CAD for being a Businessbuilder!

+ You’ll receive Happy Mail curated by Chrissy. Happy Mail is a special, exclusive 
   surprise that’s hand-selected by Chrissy – just for YOU!

Sell 2,500 PV in jewelry in a month – You’re a SUCCESSBUILDER!

+  You’re part of the Charm of the Month Club!

+  You get an extra 10% in bonus commission (that’s 30-50% commission)!

+  You’ll get to shop in the O2 Hostess Exclusive Shop and choose a featured look 
for just $35USD/$45CAD with FREE shipping!

+  You’ll be included in our “Find a Designer” database for potential Customers who 
search OrigamiOwl.com for a Designer in their area.*

+  You’ll achieve the initial qualification to receive Customer leads.*

Sell 250 PV in jewelry in a month – You’re a STORYBUILDER!
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*Customer leads and to be listed in our “Find a Designer” database will based on achieving Storybuilder and geographical location. 
** Must have an active O2 Bundle subscription and achieve Dreambuilder for all 3 months during each quarter to receive this quarterly bonus payout.


